Editorials in academic journals can serve many functions, including as a snapshot of a discipline's preoccupations at a particular moment in time.
As Global Constitutionalism enters its fourth year of publication, we begin with refl ections on the current global political environment. If last year's editorial asked 'How large is the world of global constitutionalism?' -and earlier editorials elaborated on the rationale for a new journal on Global Constitutionalism 1 and addressed the interdisciplinary challenges arising from the journal's novel remit 2 -this year the mood is decidedly different. Indeed, in light of developments over the past year, it is appropriate to consider whether, as a political matter, at least certain elements of global constitutionalism have provisionally peaked or even entered a period of decline -and if so, how scholars interested in global constitutional processes should respond.
I.
The year 2014 has been marked by rising concerns over an upward spike in the frequency and intensity of politically-motivated violence, which have triggered anxieties about the stability and effi cacy of the larger international legal order. Many view these developments as posing substantial threats to what last year's editorial characterized as 'the trinitarian mantra of the constitutionalist faith', namely human rights, democracy and the rule of law. 3 This journal's readers undoubtedly will be familiar with geopolitical developments over the past twelve months. Nevertheless, a brief tour d'horizon is useful to understand the disquiet that arises out of the current state of international affairs.
As this editorial is being written, in autumn 2014, the eyes of the world are once again focused on the Middle East. In recent months, the entity formerly known as the Islamic State in Iraq and the Levant (ISIL) has evolved from a dangerous but little-known terrorist organization into a de facto government with control of at least one-third of the land mass of both Iraq and Syria. The group -which now calls itself 'the Islamic State' -burst into global consciousness with the seizure of Mosul, Iraq's second largest city, in June, after moving into Iraq from their base in Syria. Since that time, it has captured more territory; embarked on violent campaigns against those it considers apostates, including Shiites and Yazidis; and released videotapes of the grotesque beheadings of journalists and aid workers from the UK and US. Through seizures of oilfi elds and banks, kidnappings, and 'tax' collections in territories it controls, ISIL has amassed substantial economic resources; it also possesses sophisticated weapons looted from areas it controls.
ISIL's siege of tens of thousands of Yazidis on Mount Sinjar in northern Iraq in August prompted fears of a potential genocide, and led to a rhetorical mobilization within the UN system and the launch of dozens of air strikes by the United States against ISIL positions in northern Iraq. In response to grisly videotapes of the beheading of three Westerners, the United States provided weapons to the Kurdish peshmerga and began to organize a broad-based international coalition with the objective to 'degrade, and ultimately destroy, ISIL through a comprehensive and sustained counterterrorism strategy'. 4 By late September, a coalition led by the United States, and including Saudi Arabia, Jordan, the United Arab Emirates, Qatar and Bahrain had launched a series of air strikes on ISIL targets inside Syria. These actions, in turn, have prompted ongoing debates over the international legality, military effi cacy and humanitarian implications of military interventions.
Regrettably, the political violence perpetuated by, and in response to, ISIL was far from the only example of political violence in this region. During July and August, 2014, Israel and the Palestinians engaged in yet another round of armed confl ict. The proximate cause of these hostilities was the kidnapping and murder of three Israeli youths, and the presumably retaliatory murder of a Palestinian teenager; deeper causes include the collapse of US-sponsored peace talks which led many in the region to despair of peace. During this confl ict, Israeli jets dropped thousands of bombs on Gaza and Hamas launched hundreds of rockets into Israel. Only after the deaths of more than 2,000 Palestinians, most of them civilians, and 70 Israelis, was an Egyptian proposal for a 'ceasefi re . . . unlimited in time' accepted by both sides. It remains to be seen whether the ceasefi re will prove durable.
While the rise of ISIL and the fi ghting between Israel and Hamas pushed other Middle East confl icts off the front pages, the tragedies and deprivations associated with these confl icts continued unabated. The ongoing hostilities in Syria have caused an estimated 200,000 deaths, and resulted in over 4.25 million internally displaced persons and 2.8 million refugees in neighbouring countries. A June 2014 UN report found that 'the main cause of civilian casualties, mass displacement and destruction is the deliberate targeting of civilians, indiscriminate attacks, attacks on civilian and protected objects, and the punitive imposition of sieges and blockades'. 5 Developments in neighbouring states were likewise distressing. Political violence, and repression, intensifi ed in Egypt. Nearly three years after a revolution that toppled former leader Moammar Gadhafi , Libya has experienced a collapse of governance and bloody infi ghting among factional militias. These and related developments in the region have quashed hopes for democratic and constitutional change raised by the so-called Arab Spring. While the dizzying pace of change has certainly mobilized political process and brought contention to the fore in states that were formerly dictatorships in the WANA (Western Asia and Northern Africa) region, the widespread optimism for more democratic governments has gradually been replaced with fears of dictatorships and caliphates. The relation of this rather daunting change of affairs with Western politics and perceptions of global constitutionalism remain to be explored in detail with reference to emerging forms of unbound constitutionalization.
Certain African states faced equally daunting challenges. In Nigeria and Somalia, in particular, deadly terrorist groups seek to destabilize and overthrow existing governments. In Nigeria, Boko Haram launched many attacks against government and civilian facilities. Educational institutions are a particular target, as they are seen as vehicles for advancing 'Western values', such as gender equality. For example, in February, Boko Haram slaughtered 50 teenage boys -some burned alive -at a college in north-eastern Nigeria. In April, Boko Haram attracted international attention when it kidnapped over 250 schoolgirls and threatened to 'sell them in the market'. By summer 2014, Boko Haram had expanded its operations into neighbouring Cameroon, Chad and Niger. In Somalia, the Shabab continue to engage in paramilitary operations, including two attacks on the Presidential compound and one on the Parliament building. Elsewhere on the continent -including in Mali, Côte d'Ivoire and Zimbabwe -democratic consolidation is under threat.
Meanwhile, several states in West Africa struggled to contain an outbreak of the Ebola virus that quickly overwhelmed under-resourced national health systems. The epidemic began in rural Guinea in March and, within days, spread to neighbouring Liberia. By May, the disease had crossed into Sierra Leone, and by June was present in large urban centres such as Monrovia, Liberia's capital. In July, it spread to Nigeria -Africa's most populous nation. The WHO's director general has called the Ebola outbreak 'unquestionably the most severe acute public health emergency in modern times', 6 and public health experts have warned that unless stringent new measures are urgently applied, the spread of the virus could kill hundreds of thousands of people within the next few months.
To be sure, the challenges associated with a regional pandemic are quite different from those posed by terrorist groups. Nevertheless, the spread of Ebola raises numerous questions relevant to readers of this journal. For example, how do constitutional norms and processes infl uence a government's efforts to navigate between the sometimes confl icting demands of public health and individual liberties? In light of Liberia's efforts to quarantine parts of Monrovia, Sierra Leone's three-day nationwide lockdown, and the closure of certain international borders, what are the scope and limits of police powers states can exercise in the face of fastspreading epidemics? Under what circumstances should untested but potentially life-saving therapies be used on vulnerable human populations? What principles determine who should receive treatment when the quantity of medicines is limited and thousands are infected? Is there a normative justifi cation for the discrepancy between the high levels of treatment that infected Americans and Europeans receive, and the substandard health facilities used by thousands of Africans?
The epidemic is, of course, a tragedy for those individuals and families directly affected. Apart from the terrible toll in human lives and suffering, the spread of Ebola has already had, and will continue to have, a signifi cant economic impact, including 'foregone output; higher fi scal defi cits; rising prices; lower real household incomes and greater poverty'. 7 Strikingly, the direct and indirect impacts of sickness and mortality are dwarfed by 'the behavioral effects resulting from peoples' fear of contagion', which in turn leads to a fear of interactions with others and disrupts normal economic activity. 8 One fear we have is that the human costs of the epidemic and resulting economic dislocation can lead to tears in the social fabric and political instability, eventually threatening to produce the sort of political vacuum that groups like Boko Haram and ISIL have tried to fi ll in other parts of the globe.
It was also a diffi cult year in Europe and Eurasia. In February, Ukrainian citizens mobilized to oppose a corrupt and authoritarian government. These protests induced then-President Yanukovych to leave offi ce. The weeks that followed saw the repeated invocation of various constitutional processes -including a vote by Ukraine's parliament to formally remove Yanukovych from offi ce, a vote by Crimea's parliament to join the Russian federation, a vote by Russia's parliament to authorize military operations in Ukraine, and a referendum by the Crimean people. While some of these processes surely contained large elements of political theatre, they nevertheless serve to underscore political leaders' efforts to cloak their actions with the legitimacy conferred by compliance with constitutional processes. In any event, while these processes were unfolding, armed Russian soldiers entered the Crimean Peninsula and, by early March, Russia had seized and annexed Crimea, triggering what many called the greatest political crisis in Europe since World War II. Tensions escalated after a missile brought down a Malaysian Airlines fl ight and killed all 298 people on board and, despite a shaky ceasefi re, show no signs of abating. Indeed, even with a ceasefi re in place, Moscow allegedly continues to supply arms, money and intelligence to pro-Russian militants who are fi ghting the Kiev government for control of territories in eastern Ukraine.
Authoritarianism was on the rise elsewhere in Europe as well. In Hungary, the ruling Fidesz Party, which has rewritten the Constitution and come to dominate all branches of government, was re-elected and the Jobbik -a party known for its paramilitary arm and openly anti-Semitic and anti-Roma views -gained strength in parliamentary elections. The government has packed the courts and other nominally independent 7 The World Bank, 'The Economic Impact of the 2014 Ebola Epidemic: Short and Medium Term Estimates for Guinea, Liberia, and Sierra Leone' (2014) Working Paper No 90748. < http://documents.worldbank.org/curated/en/2014/09/20214465/economic-impact-2014-ebola-epidemic-short-medium-term-estimates-guinea-liberia-sierra-leone > accessed 23 September 2014.
8 Ibid.
institutions, politicized the central bank, and barred the media from delivering 'unbalanced news coverage'. In Turkey, the government has been embroiled in a corruption scandal, harshly cracked down on antigovernment protests, and severely constrained free speech and the press, even banning Twitter and YouTube. In response, thousands took to the streets to protest government corruption and Internet restrictions. Developments in other parts of the globe are hardly more encouraging. In Asia, the news was dominated by China's territorial disputes with several of its neighbours, including Japan, Vietnam and the Philippines. Concerns have also been raised about the deteriorating human rights situation in China and China's efforts to commandeer the nominating process for Hong Kong's next chief executive. In Thailand, after six months of protests that divided the nation along regional and class lines, the Supreme Court forced a Prime Minister out of offi ce and the Army staged a coup. Thereafter, military rulers ordered foreign networks, like CNN and the BBC, off the air, largely silenced the country's lively news media and banned gatherings of fi ve or more people. And Burma's halting journey towards democratic reform seems to have reversed, as the ruling generals have overseen attacks on the Rohingya, an ethnic minority in western Burma, rolled back press freedoms and pushed laws that seek to build a 'national identity on the basis of nationalism and Buddhist chauvinism, rather than multicultural democracy'. 9 In the Western hemisphere, Mexico, Colombia and other Latin American states face escalating political violence, but lack institutions or social mechanisms that can productively channel dissent and facilitate political compromise. These conditions, in part, fuelled a vast surge in the movement of young Central American immigrants to the United States. This infl ux overwhelmed US border offi cials, and prompted controversial policies of expedited deportation without access to immigration courts. The intertwined law and politics of these cross-border migrations, along with regional rules on the fl ow of capital, labour and goods, have yet to be adequately analysed within a global constitutionalist framework.
As if these sobering developments were insuffi cient, the past year also witnessed the continued emergence of another set of concerns, namely the increasing threat to civil liberties and human rights posed by information technologies. The Internet and other information technologies enrich the daily lives of millions of individuals. Yet the rapid spread of these very technologies also enhances the ability of governments, private fi rms and individuals to undertake surveillance, interception and data collection, which may infringe human rights. Ongoing revelations of NSA spying illustrate that the declining cost of technology and data storage have eroded fi nancial and practical disincentives to conducting surveillance. These revelations also confi rm that states and other actors have a greater capacity to undertake simultaneous, invasive, targeted and broad-scale surveillance than ever before. In response, a number of international bodies, NGOs and academics have begun to address the status of human rights in the information age. 10 To be sure, from a constitutional perspective, the news was not uniformly grim. A spirited electoral campaign surrounding a referendum addressing whether Scotland would remain part of the United Kingdom produced record numbers of voters and a sustained, focused and widespread public debate over the most basic of constitutional issues. Even a disappointed leader of the pro-independence movement hailed the electoral process as 'a triumph for the democratic process and for [public] participation in politics', 11 and it is likely that the election will result in signifi cant constitutional change in the UK. 12 The 2014 EU elections witnessed dramatically lower turnout than Scotland's, and produced far more ambiguous results, including gains for right-wing populist parties that share a common antipathy towards the EU. Nevertheless, as European integration scholars have noted, recent developments pose 'an integration paradox. While the basic constitutional features of the European Union have remained stable, EU activity has expanded to an unprecedented degree.' 13 Whether contestation regarding parliamentary elections and their input on the placement of so-called Spitzenkandidaten does anything to enhance European unity in light of the rising challenges beyond the Western world remains to be seen, even though it arguably introduces a level of democratic legitimacy that EU governance has historically lacked in comparison with nation-state democracy.
Moreover, regional and constitutional courts substantially contributed to debates over cyber-privacy, religious freedoms and other issues with constitutional dimensions. To mention just a few signifi cant decisions: in May, the Grand Chamber of the Court of Justice of the European Union ruled that, under certain conditions, individuals can request that certain personal information be removed from Internet search engine results. 14 In July, the European Court of Human Rights found that a French law prohibiting the wearing of clothing that covers one's face -such as a burqa -did not violate the European Convention on Human Rights. Interestingly, the Court did not uphold the law on the grounds of gender equity or human dignity, but on the grounds of public safety and 'respect for the minimum requirements of life in society' and 'living together'. 15 And courts around the globe continued to address the rights of gay, lesbian and transgender individuals. 16 Despite these important developments in constitutional norms and processes, however, a widespread sense of unease suggests that these are grim times for those interested in global constitutionalism, and committed to democracy, human rights and the rule of law.
II.
The instances of political breakdown and violence surveyed above are all deeply rooted in and shaped by local conditions. Nevertheless, many sense that these geographically dispersed events as somehow related to one another. What larger trends or causes lie behind the apparent increase in global disorder? Why is the international community unable -or unwilling -to mount effective responses? And what implications do these developments hold for global constitutionalism?
Some observers suggest that the apparent inability to meaningfully address the increased disorder associated with recent global events refl ects a lack of global leadership . The claim takes several forms, but usually emphasizes that the United States lacks the resources or will to continue as the primary provider of global public goods, Europe continues to be preoccupied with the Eurozone crisis and stagnant economies, Japan is fully occupied with internal political and economic problems, and emerging powers are too focused on domestic growth to assume leadership positions. 17 'G-zero' world, no state or group of states is willing to step forward to address global issues or to create or maintain the public good of an institutionalized international order.
A more subtle version of this claim emphasizes the growing multipolarity of international relations . This approach foregrounds an international landscape in which power is diffusing and politics diversifying. 18 The trade regime provides a representative example: at its inception, the GATT consisted of 23 members, mostly Western; today's WTO consists of 160 members representing a wide variety of economic and political systems. Indeed, today's WTO includes at least four distinct groups of states: the old OECD states; a group of powerful 'emerging economies' that aggressively pursue their interests at the WTO, such as China, India, Brazil, Korea, Mexico, Argentina and a handful of others; the other developing states, and the least developed states. Each of the four groups has its own trade interests and agenda. The wide diversity of interests renders reaching any agreement -let alone one that substantially advances global interests -increasingly diffi cult.
Similar patterns of multipolarity characterize other policy domains. During the Cold War, the US and the USSR dominated the security realm. Today, an increasingly broad range of states and non-state actors (including terrorists, pirates, cyber hackers and others) are key players on security issues, giving rise to multiple veto points and rendering pursuit of uniform global policies increasingly infeasible. Similarly, the areas of environment and investment are marked by sharp and persistent North-South confl ict, where no particular actor or region is able to impose its will. In short international legal and political processes are increasingly embedded in a world marked by numerous power centres and without a political centre of gravity.
Still others interpret recent events as evidence of an emerging contest between authoritarian and democratic models. For example, Michael Ignatieff argues that, since 1989, capitalism has been 'politically promiscuous', willing to pair up with either democratic or authoritarian polities. 19 According to Ignatieff, from 'the Polish border to the Pacifi c, from the Arctic Circle to the Afghan border, a new political competitor to liberal democracy [has begun] to take shape: authoritarian in political form, capitalist in economics, and nationalist in ideology'. 20 Ignatieff notes that, for those who thought that globalization would lead to political convergence, it is a cruel irony that it is precisely the rising standards of living associated with access to open and free global markets that enable authoritarian states to maintain repressive political systems at home. 21 While these competing conceptualizations attempt to provide a theoretical account of current international affairs, they do not fully capture the sense of alarm that many feel over recent developments. For this, it may be necessary to look for a different type of explanation.
In The Whig Interpretation of History , the English historian Herbert Butterfi eld criticized the tendency of some scholars 'to emphasize certain principles of progress in the past and to produce a story which is the ratifi cation if not the glorifi cation of the present'. 22 Whiggish tendencies are frequently found in writings on the international legal order. 23 Thus scholars in this area consistently engage in 'an elaborate disciplinary practice retelling international law's progressive development, which serves as a common intellectual background for professionals in the fi eld'. 24 In this practice, international law is conceptualized as both sign and instrument of progress; the historical narrative takes the form of a 'from …. to' story. International law's progress narrative can be summarized as 'the slow and steady progress of law against power, reason against ideology, international against national, order against chaos in international affairs'. 25 Notably, this general trajectory of the discipline's progress narrative is repeated in the history of specifi c subfi elds or doctrines. Consider, for example, the conventional account of the genesis of human rights law. In this narrative, in the aftermath of World War II the revelation of German wartime atrocities prompted the international community to undertake a fundamental reassessment of traditional doctrines regarding the status of individuals under international law. To ensure that the wartime horrors would 'never again' occur, the international community pursued a dualtrack strategy. On the one hand, the Allies pursued prosecutions against individuals responsible for the commission of atrocities. 26 On the other hand, the community of nations, along with numerous civic and religious groups, began to create human rights law. In the years that followed, these actors developed a sprawling body of law and an elaborate institutional machinery to promote and protect an ever-expanding catalogue of human rights. Accounts of these developments typically note the 'immense progress' made, while acknowledging that much more remains to be done. 27 A similar narrative arc shapes conventional accounts of international trade law. The standard version of this story starts with the disastrous trade policies of the 1920s and 1930s, when many states pursued mercantilist policies in efforts to boost exports and limit imports. As a result, the volume of international trade plummeted; between 1929 and 1934, world trade declined by roughly 66 per cent. This spectacular contraction of international commerce, in turn, contributed to the strength and length of the Great Depression. 28 The post-war trading order was consciously designed to avoid a repeat of this experience. The core policy assumption underlying the GATT was that liberalized trade permits states to exploit comparative advantage, which in turn spurs economic growth, productivity gains and job creation. The GATT/WTO system has succeeded admirably in its pursuit of these goals. Through negotiations, global tariffs and other impediments to trade have been substantially reduced. In turn, levels of international trade have skyrocketed, growing much more quickly than the expansion of world output. Thus, the trade narrative views the international trade regime as helping the global community successfully avoid the economically and politically destructive experiences of the 1930s and 1940s, and facilitating economic development.
The reference above to Whig history is neither accidental nor ornamental. Whig history is not simply a progress narrative. More specifi cally, it is a history of the triumph of constitutionalism , rights and the rule of law over 28 In the 1940s and 1950s, many advanced the additional claim that the turn to protectionism also produced distrust among nations, helping to pave the way for World War II. a series of foes, including monarchy, despotism, corruption, ignorance and religious dogma. Whig narratives place constitutional developments at the centre of the progress narrative. These accounts are centrally concerned with the triumph of freedom over oppression and injustice, and the emergence of modern forms of constitutional governance, resulting in greater rights, equality and political justice.
Thus it should not surprise that Whiggish tendencies and progress narratives are particularly pronounced in the literature on global constitutionalism. Writings on global constitutionalism often invoke 'progress tropes' 29 such as the increasing value-orientation of international law (i.e., the expansion of rights, or the shift away from a state-centric international legal order to a constitutionalized order) 30 or the gradual replacement of power politics with rule-of-law approaches. 31 One prominent commentator summarizes 'the meaning of global constitutionalism' in language that foregrounds these tendencies: '[g]lobal constitutionalization refers to the continuing, but not linear, process of the gradual emergence and deliberate creation of constitutionalist elements in the international legal order . . . bolstered by academic discourse in which these elements are identifi ed and further developed'. 32 But events over the past year remind us that history is not over, and that political trajectories stubbornly refuse to march in only one direction. Constitutionalism, human rights, rule of law, and democracy are features of political orders that can exist along continuums. More importantly, their strength and salience will ebb and fl ow over time. The heightened violence that defi nes the moment suggests that the long arc of history need not inevitably bend towards justice. Whether it does so or not in any particular region, or globally, depends on an incalculably large number of military, political, economic and social contingencies that cannot be predicted. Thus, Whiggish progress narratives exhaust neither our constitutional imagination nor our experiences. These experiences support narratives of decline, restoration or redemption.
To note that the phenomena embedded in this journal's title are contingent, and that they appear to be in (a temporary) retreat, is decidedly not to suggest that scholarly analysis of these topics is unimportant. To the contrary; their waxing and waning serves to underscore why we should study and analyse these topics. Just as we should not be surprised if they are in temporary eclipse, we should expect more favourable circumstances at some point in the future. At those times, the existence of a robust and informed scholarly literature exploring their contours, their possibilities and limits, can be of immense intellectual and practical utility. This literature can provide a comprehensive body of theory and evidence that can inform contemporaneous issues of law and policy. These writings can help inform our understanding of the world, and shape our views of how and why aspects of political life should be valued and continued (or not). In short, they can not only shape our understanding of contemporaneous events but offer normative direction to our endeavours.
Just as importantly, the current hard times serve to remind us why Global Constitutionalism 's scholarly mission is decidedly pluralist . Notably, Global Constitutionalism does not limit itself to papers that explore human rights, democracy and the rule of law from the perspective of a progressive metanarrative; while we publish such pieces, we also welcome papers that are written from different and competing theoretical orientations. This openness refl ects our concern, outlined above, that as a descriptive matter Whiggish approaches are often partial and misleading. It also refl ects our suspicion that at least some perspectives that adopt a progressive meta-narrative may, perhaps unwittingly, serve to legitimate aspects of international law as an imperial project. 34 Thus, Global Constitutionalism welcomes submissions that not only critique the Whiggish meta-narrative, but also the imperial project itself, in both its colonial and post-colonial forms.
Thus, this journal's pluralism refers to a plurality of ways that human rights, democracy and the rule of law can be studied from outside a Whiggish, progressive framework. One way of doing so is by suggesting, as we do above, that human rights, democracy and rule of law are historically contingent phenomena. Alternatively, we might say that human rights, democracy and rule of law are deeply contextual . That is, we urge scholars to study human rights, democracy and the rule of law in the context of the events we have outlined above, their rival implications, and the competing histories of these events.
III.
To note that it was a grim year for global constitutionalism, human rights, democracy and the rule of law is not to say it was a grim year for Global Constitutionalism: Human Rights, Democracy and the Rule of Law . To the contrary, the journal continued to publish provocative and cuttingedge scholarship.
A number of papers published in the past year addressed foundational constitutional concepts. For example, several papers published in the past year address different forms of constitutional pluralism. Martin Loughlin published a trenchant critique of pluralist thinking, arguing that constitutional pluralism cannot offer a coherent reconfi guration of the nature of contemporary political authority. 35 From a rather different perspective Jonathan W Kuyper argued in favour of systemic pluralism as a mechanism to enhance democratic contestation and deliberation on the international plane. 36 And Klaus Dieter Wolf's article on lex sportiva explores whether transnational private regulatory regimes take on constitutional functions, and thus produce a form of constitutional pluralism. 37 The normative desirability and political feasibility of constitutional pluralism was also at the centre of a lively exchange between William Scheuerman and Jean Cohen sparked by Scheuerman's review of Cohen's volume Globalization and Sovereignty: Rethinking Legality and Legitimacy and Constitutionalism . In his review, Scheuerman carefully details Cohen's embrace of constitutional pluralism, and argues that Cohen gives insuffi cient weight to cosmopolitan efforts to construct a transformational global agenda in light of concerns over unacceptably high levels of global poverty and injustice. 38 In her reply, Cohen sets out a spirited defence of her conception of the dualist nature of the contemporary international system, and advocates for a federal union of states that is not itself a state. 39 Other foundational concepts that received attention included 'constituent power', 'republicanism', and 'accountability'. In his contribution, Zoran Oklopcic urges us to distinguish between the use and meaning of constituent power in the context of democratic, social and national arenas of political struggle. 40 Using Sieyès's What is the Third Estate? as his point of departure, Oklopcic's analysis provides a set of analytic categories that will enable us to more precisely identify those risks and ideational tradeoffs that accompany use of the phrase 'constituent power' in different contexts. Steven Slaughter's article explores how transnational activism and democratization interfaces with existing forms of global and national governance. Developing a concept he calls 'critical republicanism', he argues that transnational activism opens up possibilities for more democratic forms of public consideration and contestation at both the international and domestic levels. 41 In her contribution, Danielle Hanna Rached examines the differing meaning of 'accountability' within and beyond the state. 42 In particular, she carefully details how global administrative law writings disaggregate several features of accountability and seeks to embed these components into transnational institutions, before analysing the relationship between global constitutionalism and global administrative law.
Other contributions focused on specifi c elements of legal systems. For example, Theresa Reinold and Michael Zürn offered an account of the dynamics endogenous to legal systems, specifi cally the drive towards consistency and coherence that permit the extension of legal norms, even in the face of adverse political conditions. 43 They point to these dynamics to help explain the continued strengthening of the rule of law and human rights, even in a context where the United States has turned increasingly unilateralist, Europe faces a backlash against international organizations and rising powers like China and India assert traditional sovereign prerogatives. The developments addressed in Part I of this editorial can be considered a test case for Reinold and Zürn's thesis. Joel I Colón-Ríos's article critiques conventional approaches to judicial review found in the comparative constitutional law scholarship. Drawing on a wide array of comparative constitutional practices, he offers a new typology that includes additional models of judicial review. 44 And Kai Möller's paper set out a theory on international human rights that draws on recent philosophical writings on national constitutional rights. 45 Breaking from much of the literature, Möller argues that international human rights are not more minimalist than national constitutional rights, and that the moral structures of both bodies of rights are identical. Thomas Müller's contribution focused on the historiography of constitutionalism. His paper provides a conceptual framework for bridging different historical accounts of how constitutional structures developed in international affairs and proposes several analytical tools for a more nuanced and empirically sensitive constitutional history of interpolity relations. 46 And Ge Chen's paper described how China's censorship laws have come under increasing scrutiny in various institutions within a fragmented international legal order, and theorized that the global legal order might undermine the Chinese system of censorship. 47 Both individually and in the aggregate, these papers evidence the journal's commitment to interdisciplinary scholarship and openness to a broad range of theoretical perspectives, methodological commitments and subject matters. More importantly, they advanced scholarly understanding of various dimensions of global constitutionalism.
The journal also experienced a change to its editors. Miguel Maduro accepted a ministerial position in the government of Portugal. As a result of his new responsibilities, it became necessary for him to step down from his position as editor. We are very grateful to Miguel for his extremely valuable contribution as co-editor in the journal's foundational period, sharing energies, ideas and above all valuable time with the editorial team over the past three years. We are extremely pleased to welcome Professor Jeffrey Dunoff to our editorial team. Dunoff, who teaches at Temple University Beasley School of Law in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, USA, is a public international lawyer who writes broadly across a number of fi elds, including international constitutionalism, international regulatory regimes, international organizations and international courts. He co-edited the volume Ruling the World? Constitutionalism, International Law and Global Governance , which has quickly become required reading for students of global constitutionalization around the world.
Finally, we wish to extend sincere thanks to three groups of individuals. First, we are indebted to those who contributed their outstanding research and scholarship to the journal. We are proud to publish these contributions, and regret that we receive many more meritorious submissions than we are able to publish. Second, we are grateful to our external reviewers. Reading and evaluating manuscripts is a time-consuming task that brings neither remuneration nor glory. It would not be possible to maintain stringent quality control without a cadre of fi rst-rate scholars willing to review potential articles. Last, but not least, we thank our readers, without whom there would be no reason to publish. Given the combined efforts and commitment of these three groups, Global Constitutionalism has enjoyed great success during its fi rst three years and we look forward to a bright future.
